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You don’t get to 500 million friends without a few enemies.

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK.
You better be paying attention to sexy Chloe Belle

After getting my hands, and droolin’ eyes, on these sweet, sultry pics of Argentinean model Chloe Belle I couldn’t help but stare. But after getting out of that trance, I realized such high doses of sex-appeal are meant to be shared with others, so here we are. Allow me to introduce this gal to you, while posing ever so sexy for the Palmers lingerie photoshoot. I’m so sleepy all of a sudden!

This Argentinean sex goddess is new to us here, on Dangerous Woman. I tried to find out more info about her for you guys, but I had no luck; it might be that my brain is zombie-worthy due to this babe’s sexiness rambling through my head. Staring at her perfect figure, that beautiful face and those juicy, sensual lips, you can’t really blame me, can you? Besides, I don’t care what the Internet says, since one picture is worth a thousand words. So, how many words do you think these pictures are worth?

I can’t believe Chloe Belle was invisible to us for so long, but now that she’s become the image of Palmers and we’ve finally discovered her, I doubt we’re gonna ignore such beautiful curves in the future.
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You better be paying attention to sexy Chloe Belle

After getting my hands, and droolin’ eyes, on these sweet, sultry pics of Argentinean model Chloe Belle I couldn’t help but stare. But after getting out of that trance, I realized such high doses of sex-appeal are meant to be shared with others, so here we are. Allow me to introduce this gal to you, while posing ever so sexy for the Palmers lingerie photoshoot. I’m so sleepy all of a sudden!

I can’t believe Chloe Belle was invisible to us for so long, but now that she’s become the image of Palmers and we’ve finally discovered her, I doubt we’re gonna ignore such beautiful curves in the future. I don’t know if we had our eyes close, and we’ve missed this sexy babe, or we just had our computers turned off, but I guess I’m as opened to mistakes as the next guy, right? So, here’s me trying to fix it with these incredibly hot pictures below. Enjoy!

Maurice Chevalier
Editor in Chief

ON THE COVER: Chloe Belle
YOU’LL NEVER FORGET YOUR FIRST TIME
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QUITE SIMPLY, IT'S THE MODERN MAN'S GUIDE TO LIVING THE GOOD LIFE.

WOMEN, CARS, GADGETS, SPORTS, ENTERTAINMENT, AND THE KNOW HOW TO GET AHEAD IN THE WORLD.
QUITE SIMPLY, IT'S THE MODERN MAN'S GUIDE TO LIVING THE GOOD LIFE.

WOMEN, CARS, GADGETS, SPORTS, ENTERTAINMENT, AND THE KNOW-HOW TO GET AHEAD IN THE WORLD.
NOW THAT WE KNOW WHO YOU ARE, I KNOW WHO I AM,